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Outline

This course has a focus on efficiency and productivity of public and private infrastructure companies in the field of electricity and water. These companies operate under an increased pressure to reduce costs with intensive competitive and regulatory pressures. This course provides an overview of theory-based empirical methods to understand the particular decision making behavior of municipal infrastructure companies:

- Concept of rational inefficiency and the interaction between local authorities and firms,
- Assessment of the effects of mergers on efficiency and cost reduction potentials,
- Investment behavior of the companies under incentive regulation.

Besides reviewing production theory and general principles of efficiency analysis, this course focuses on the theoretical concept of rational inefficiency and its empirical application. Furthermore, state of the art econometric methods and advanced methods of efficiency analysis are introduced and applied to firm level panel data as well as municipality data. Participants should have a thorough knowledge of microeconometrics, nonparametric and parametric efficiency analysis and the software R.

Trainer: Prof. Dr. Peter Bogetoft, Copenhagen Business School and Yale School of Management. His research includes decision and game theory, contract theory and regulation, performance evaluation and benchmarking. It ranges from pure theory, over empirical testing of theory, to normative applications in regulation, contract design and decision support. He has been involved in a series of projects with industry and governmental bodies in many European countries, in particular with respect to regulation and benchmarking.
Day 1 – Monday 06.10.2014

14.00 – 15.30  Lecture 1 + Exercise: Analysis of industry structures I (Michael Zschille)

- Structural considerations play an important role in the regulation of network industries. After a brief introductory overview over water industries in selected countries, we focus on empirical approaches to the measurement of scale and integration economies as well as gains from horizontal mergers.

- Complementary Literature:

16.00 – 17.30  Lecture 2 + Exercise: Analysis of industry structures II (Michael Zschille)

- Based on the concept of scale and integration economies, we focus on empirical approaches to the analysis of horizontal mergers.

- Complementary Literature:

18.30 – open end  Own group work

- Application of scale and integration economies as well as gains from horizontal mergers in R.
Day 2 – Tuesday 07.10.2014

9.00 – 10.30 Lecture 3 + Exercise: Rational Inefficiency and Applications to Banks, Water Works and other area (Peter Bogetoft)

- Complementary Literature:

10.45 – 12.15 Seminar 1: Rational Inefficiency in the German Public Electricity Distribution Sector + Research Ideas (Maria Nieswand, Pio Baake, Lilo Wagner)

- Complementary Literature:

14.00 – 15.30 Seminar 2: Benchmarking Municipalities and Public Companies (Maria Nieswand, Stefan Seifert)

- Complementary Literature:
16.00 – 17.30  Own group work (Rational Inefficiency and Municipalities)

Day 3 – Wednesday 08.10.2014

9.00 – 10.30 Seminar 3: Multi-Utilities in Germany – Analysis of FDZ Data - Ownership and Productivity (Caroline Stiel)

- Sector overview multi-utilities in Germany: industry structure, firm strategy and production process of German multi-utilities after liberalization
- Application: research project 'Measuring productivity of German multi-utilities'
- Introduction to FDZ data
- How to analyze ownership in FDZ data with R

10.45 – 12.15 Seminar 4: Sector Overview - Electricity Distribution - Investment, Efficiency, Ownership (Astrid Cullmann, Maria Nieswand)

- Sector overview electricity distribution companies in Germany
- Introduction on how to analyze investment behavior of electricity distribution companies (impact of implementation of incentive regulation on investment behavior)
- Modelling Investment behavior and efficiency

Complementary Literature:

- Poudineh, R. Jamasb, T. (2013) Investment and Efficiency under Incentive Regulation: The Case of the Norwegian Electricity Distribution Networks

14.00 – 15.30 Seminar 5: Student Presentations I

- Helena & Lisa: Current Research Project (title tba)
- Michael & Phillipp: Current regulatory TSO Benchmarking practice
- Sébastian: Incentives for investments: Comparing EU electricity TSO regulatory regimes

16.00 – 17.30 Seminar 6: Research Ideas for Group Work

Potential research topics:

- Electricity distribution with FDZ data, ownership structure, investment
• Water distribution companies with FDZ data, ownership structure, rational inefficiency with municipal data
• Norwegian data of electricity distribution companies, investment and efficiency
• FLW estimation, application to gas distribution companies (BDEW data)
• Municipality benchmarking with German data

18.30 – open end  Own Group Work (Start with INFRATRAIN Research Project)

Day 4 – Thursday 09.10.2014

9:00– 10.30  Seminar 7: Student Presentations II

• Julia, Luise & Helene: Capital Structure and Regulation: Do Ownership and Regulatory Independence Matter
• Awdesch: Semiparametric Estimation of Determinants of Inefficiency with Application to Financing Constraints
• Gerrit: Quality frontier of electricity distribution: Supply security, best practices, and underground cabling in Finland

10.45 – 12.15  Own Group Work (INFRATRAIN Research Project)

14.00 – 18.00  INFRADAY Conference

Day 5 – Friday 10.10.2014

9.00 – 10.30  Own Group Work (INFRATRAIN Research Project)

10.45 – 12.15  Own Group Work (INFRATRAIN Research Project)

14.00 – 16.00  FINAL PRESENTATION